The variational theory of equilibrium boson system state to have been previously developed by the author under the density matrix formalism is applicable for researching equilibrium states and thermodynamic properties of the quantum Bose gas which consists of zero-spin particles. Particle pulse distribution function is obtained and duly employed for calculation of chemical potential, internal energy and gas capacity temperature dependences. It is found that specific phase transition, which is similar to transition of liquid helium to its superfluid state, occurs at the temperature exceeding that of the Bose condensation.
Introduction
Today, the matter of Bose condensation aroused quite a lively interest in research of nature of this phenomenon and thermodynamic multifrequency system properties it occurs in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The most general statistical formulation of the multifrequency system in quantum mechanics is gained by applying a density matrix. Specific variational method of tracing a boson equilibrium system density matrix being sought in the principle of minimum free energy is suggested in [8, 9] . The method under this paper is applied for formulation of thermodynamic properties of quantum Bose gas.
Uniform Distribution of Particles in Space
For analysis of equilibrium states of quantum gas consisting of angular momentum zero-spin particles we apply a variational density matrix method. We assume that N of the above particles finds itself within a certain space area with the volume to be equal to V . If the particles have their mean uniform distribution, a single-particle density matrix, which in coordinate representation depends on radius vectors r and r ′ , will obtain the form as follows:
1)
where p k is the probability that an arbitrarily accepted particle is in the state defined by wave vector k. Particle momentum -p =hk. Probability p k meets its normalizing condition,
2)
As formula (2.1) indicates, the momentum representation density matrix is diagonal, i.e.
and transition from momentum representation to the nodal one is effected by an unitary matrix
3)
which is subject to the condition as follows:
Kinetic Energy of Particles
Particle kinetic energy operatorĤ (1) takes the form as follows:
1)
where m -particle mass. Applying formula:
we can find elements of operatorĤ (1) in momentum representation:
where ε k is the particle kinetic energy with pulse p =hk:
Particle Interaction Energy
We assume that U r1r2 = U r1−r2 is potential two particle interaction energy. In virtue of translation invariance the potential energy depends on vectors difference r 1 − r 2 only and it is represented by its symmetrical function:
In this case, interaction Hamiltonian matrix elements shall be formulated by the following method:
is a delta-Dirac function. We can find interaction Hamiltonian matrix elements in momentum representation using the following expression:
Substitution of matrices (2.3) and expression (4.1) into the formula makes it possible to obtain the expression as follows:
In this case, two particle and wave k 1 и k 1 vector interaction energy will be represented by function [8] 
This kind of an expression can be represented by the following form:
Any real closely interspaced particles tend to be exposed to strong repulsion. Therefore, it can be assumed that all the values of function (4.6) are rather small against the value of function (4.5) which will be considered as a positive one. It is believed that gas properties could be kept out of their significant change, provided that particle interaction is represented by the following simplified formula:
where U > 0.
Gas Internal Energy
As stated in the approximation of statistically independent particles, internal energy is defined by expression [8] :
wheren k1 = N p k is a mean number of particles with wave vector k,
Substitution of expression (4.4) into formula (5.1) makes it possible to modify it into:
If v k1−k2 = 0, the above form fits to the Huang-Yang-Luttinger model [1] .
Particle Pulse Distribution Function
As stated in the approximation of statistically independent particles, the equation of functionn k which describes particle pulse distribution process takes up the following form [8] :
where ϑ = k B T , average particle energy is formed as:
We regard values v k−k ′ , as small perturbations: v k−k ′ ≪ U and we can find the distribution function using the formula as follows:n
3)
Upon some simple transformations, substitution of expression (6.3) into equation (6.1) makes it possible to equate function f (ξ):
and to produce the following formula:
where 
where the least value of ξ o depends on parameter b. Value b within the thermodynamic limit (V → ∞) becomes zero at any temperature range. In this case, lim 
where c = N/V -particle concentration. It should be noted that an average number of particles f c (ξ) is macroscopically great against number f n (ξ).
Chemical Potential
According to formula (6.3) the particle pulse distribution stated in its first approximation is described by the following function:n 
which implicitly sets chemical potential dependence on temperature. Should certain function ϕ k of argument k be of continuous nature, the summation by wave vectors k may be substituted for the following integration:
If function ϕ k is a complex one for vector k, where kinetic energy ε k acts as an intervening variable, the foregoing equation integral may be transformed with formula (3.3) by the method as follows:
As s result, we obtain the known formula:
We assume that at high temperatures distribution of particles by their states is described by dependence (6.7). In this case, condition (7.2) may be formulated (7. 3) by the method as follows:
If a new integration variable is applied, in particular:
this equation may be transformed into the following form:
where
As it is known, temperature value , when chemical potential becomes zero, is called Bose condensation temperature:
We apply dimensionless quantities:
Now, equation (7.5) may be represented in the form suitable for numerical solution:
This kind of equation defines dependenceμ =μ(τ ) which can be significant when τ ≥ 1 only. If ϑ < ϑ B , equation (7.5) is not solvable and should be substituted for another one. We can obtain the above new equation by the method as follows.
We assume that at temperatures below specific critical value ϑ c the distribution function takes up the following form:
With this function substituted in normalizing condition (7.2), the following equation can be obtained:
where value
will be named as a normal state particle number and value
-as a condensed state particle number. The above particles produce zero pulse and so-called condensate. On substituting expressions (6.7) and (6.8) in formulas (7.12) and (7.13) and changing sum k for energy ε integral in (7.12), we transform equation (7.11) into the following form:
14)
where I -particle interaction parameter,
For graphs of functionsμ =μ(τ ) to be the solutions of equations (7.9) and (7.14), as applied to various values of parameter I, see Fig. 2 . If I = 0, we produce the known chemical potential temperature dependence applying the theory of boson interaction Bose condensation. If I = 0, the nature of chemical potential dependence on temperature is significantly changed. If τ = 0, chemical potentialμ(0) is equal to − I. Functionμ(τ ) is monotonically increased within the range of zero to critical value τ > 1. If τ ∈ (1, τ c ), functionμ(τ ) starts zigzagging accepting three values from the interval against every value τ and joining to functionμ(τ ) of respective I = 0 at point (1, 0). Value τ c is a monotonically increased function of parameter I. Should the value concerned get duly defined, critical temperature ϑ c = τ c ϑ B will be produced.
Order Parameter
If k = 0, particle macroscopic number transition in its condensed state shall be referred to specific change of phase. As provided by the phase transition theories, the level of particle phase transformation is conventionally characterized by its η-order parameter. In the case analyzed, the order parameter shall be defined, as the ratio of condensed state particle number N c to the full number of particles N :
When formulae (6.12) and (7.13) are applied, it is not difficult to find the relationship between chemical potential and order parameter:
Substitution of second expression (8.2) into formula (7.4) makes it possible to obtain the equation as follows:
For graphs of function η = η(τ ) to be the solution of this equation, see Fig. 3 . If I = 0, equation (8.3) produces the dependence as follows: 
Gas Internal Energy Dependence on Temperature
If we base on the particle pulse distribution function, we can find thermal dependence of gas internal energy by applying formula (5.3). As duly specified by the first approximation, i.e. less correction δn k and members containing v k−k ′ , we will apply the following form:
where constant summand U N 2 /V is rejected for simplicity and functionn k is set by formula (7.10) subject to application for the purpose transformation of expression (9.1) into the form as follows:
where the first summand
is particle energy in normal state. If we substitute k-summation for energy integration ε, the above summand may be described as follows:
4)
Formula (9.3) is applicable for the temperatures of below critical point, i.e. when τ < τ c . Should temperatures concerned exceed the one of Bose condensation, i.e. when τ > 1, formula (9.3) will be adequate to that as follows:
where functionμ(τ ) is the solution of equation (7.9). The second summand in formula (9.2)
is condensed state particle energy. Now, we apply dimensionless quantityε 8) which is rated as per one gas energy particle and measured in ϑ B . Dependence of specific energyε on temperature is formulated as follows:ε
at τ ≤ τ c . If I = 0, we produce the following formula:ε
Besides, if τ ≥ 1, the following formula is produced from (9.6)
for particle specific energy in normal state. For graph of functionε =ε(τ ), as applied to interaction parameter value I = 1, see Fig. 4 . For I = 0 dependencẽ ε =ε(τ ) is represented, as monotonically increasing function to be reduced to zero at τ = 0. If τ ∈ (1, τ c ), the graph of functionε =ε(τ ) starts zigzagging at any I = 0. Functionε =ε(τ ) accepts three values for every value τ within this interval. If τ = 1, the graph of functionε =ε(τ ) is joined to that of similar function of respective I = 0. The least energy state is a stable against other several possible macrosystem states. Therefore, real dependenceε =ε(τ ) at point τ = τ c will take up specific discontinuity. This means that discontinuous decrease of gas internal energy shall occur at the temperature being dropped down to value T c . As specified in the graph of order parameter dependence on temperature (see Fig. 3 ), macroscopic number of particles shall pass to condensed state at T = T c . The rest normal-state particles shall condense, as far as the rate of temperature goes down. As a matter of fact, Bose gas condensation may be specified as heat release-accompanied phase transition. If , the specific heat of phase transition is defined by the rate of discontinuity of functionε =ε(τ ) при τ = τ c . 
Heat Capacity of Gas
As it is finally stated by the data above, we can use the following Bose gas specific energy formula:
(10.1)
where dependence η = η(τ ) is defined by equation (8.3) and dependence µ = µ(τ ) -by equation (7.9) . Applying this formula we can find gas heat capacity dependence
on temperature. As provided by ratio (9.8), i.e. E = N ϑ Bε (τ ), the rate of heat capacity may be calculated by the following formula:
For graphs of dependence of derivative dε dτ on temperature τ , as applied to parameter I = 1, see Fig. 5 . If any value of I > 0 is applied, the rate of Bose gas heat capacity for τ ∈ (0, τ c ) is monotonically increased from zero to infinity. If τ > τ c , particle interaction in the approximation involved does not affect temperature dependences of internal energy and gas heat capacity. Therefore, if τ > τ c , the above dependences are similar to those produced by ideal Bose gas.
Energy Spectrum of Particles
Now, let us find ε k -energy dependence of a particle on wave vector k. Interaction of one particle with other gas particles makes energy get functions of the particle pulse distribution function. If stated in approximation of statistically independent particles, this functional is defined by formula (6.2). As provided by formulae (6.4) and (7.10), the equilibrium distribution function may be defined by the following expression:
Substitution of this expression into formula (6.2) gives the following expression:
While deriving this formula, it is taken into account that due to availability of a very small multiplier 1/V in formula (6.2) the macroscopic large bracketed summands only, i.e. those containing number N c , may be specified as the substantial ones. 
Superfluidity
Now we consider Bose gas at the temperature of T = 0 to be in the state described by a distribution function: 1) where
Formula (12.1) means that all the gas particles are distributed into two groups. Each particle of the first group has a pulse stated as p 1 =hk 1 . The particle number is equal to N 1 . As for each particle in the second group, its pulse is stated as p 2 =hk 2 and the number is equal to N 2 . Now, we find gas energy in this state by applying the following formula (9.1):
We can prove that gas being in the state when all particles migrate at similar velocity remains stable, i.e. gas may be reconditioned under external effects only, but not spontaneously. This is possible when other gas states close to that under consideration have exceeded energy. Let us assume that number N 1 = N at a certain time t 1 , i.e. all gas particles will have pulse p 1 . In this case, N 2 = 0, and gas energy is expressed by the following formula:
Let us assume that at some time t 2 > t 1 one or several particles (N 2 ≥ 1) gain pulse p 2 As a result, gas energy takes on value E 2 defined by formula (12.3), i.e. it increments.
If N 2 = N o , function (12.5) has a maximum, where
As U > 0, function △E of N 2 will be positive for
If k 2 , value △E takes on the least value like the function of k 2 = 0. Thus, to stop one of the particles within the flux it shall be duly energized
This value will be positive, if 8) i.e. provided that k 1 < k c , where the critical value is represented as follows:
Respective critical value of speed will take the following form:
Condition (12.8) is stronger than condition (12.7), i.e. condition (12.7) is also executed for all k 1 satisfying (12.8). So, to take one or several (1 ≤ N 2 ≤ 2 N o ) particles out of the flux with the particles running at velocity v < v c , it is necessary to additionally energize them. Simultaneous and spontaneous transition of macroscopic number of particles from state k 1 into particular state k 2 is hardly probable. Since this kind of spontaneous transition is hardly probable, state of gas, where all particles migrate at similar velocity v, will be stable provided that v < v c . This means that Bose gas exhibits its superfluidity property.
If required, the aforesaid arguments and calculations may be repeated, providing that gas temperature fits condition 0 < T < T c . In this case, the least energy, when one of numbers N 1 or N 2 is equal to zero, provided that vectors k 1 and k 2 = k 1 satisfy inequation (12.8), will also correspond to the state described by the following distribution functionn
where N 1 + N 2 = N . Thus, we can summarize that critical velocity does not depend on temperature and the particles producing or having produced condensate tend to gain similar velocity. A "team" of particles prevents individual particles and large groups of particles from leaving off. So, if v < v c , the condensate particles involved inside the directed movement and left to their own will migrate at their constant velocity as long as possible. But ganged particles exhibit joint directed motion to find out inside the space areas which dimensions do not exceed the coherence length. In this areas, particles move according to a quantum mechanics law. The particles spaced by a distance exceeding the coherence length may have different velocities distributed in space, as described by microscopic hydrodynamics laws.
Since directed motion of particles the superfluid gas component is formed of saves its stability against changes of individual particle velocities, any gas convection currents produced by temperature gradients will get free of attenuation over time. Such currents tend to cause condensate exhaustion. Zero-velocity particles may have very low fraction even at low temperatures produced at macroscopic space areas.
Conclusion
Now, having written the last formula, the matter of theory applications is arisen. What kind of real multifrequency system could be described with the help of the obtained relations? It may be assumed that this system may be represented by liquid Не 4 . Likeness of liquid helium and quantum Bose gas thermal capacity temperature dependences argues in favor of this assumption. Herewith, the η-order parameter may be interpreted as relation of superfluid component densities ̺ c /̺ to full liquid density. The temperature dependence of an order parameter, as specified in this paper, resembles experimental dependence of ratio ̺ c /̺ on temperature. But the literature about liquid helium provides no information of discontinuity of internal energy being transitted into its superfluid state. It is known that medium field theories refer to the first approximation only accounting for the interacted particle effect produced on theromdynamic partlce properties. Perhaps, the internal energy jump at T = T c is caused by roughness of the accepted approximation and any correlations calculated would result in smoothing of gas internal energy temperature dependence.
This work is chiefly targeted to logical formulation of quantum Bose gas thermodynamic properties under the theory of density matix. The author suggests analyzing compliance of this model with any real multifrequency systems and matching theoretical relations with experimental results in an individual paper.
Summary
In summary, we hereby specify the following basic theory results: 1. The variational density matrix method recommended above is applied for formulation of quantum Bose gas equilibrium states and thermodynamic properties.
2. A single-frequency density matrix describing Bose gas equilibrium state is found in approximation of statistically independent particles.
3. Particle pulse distribution function is found. It is shown that this function exhibits specific features which can be interpreted as an effect caused by transition of Bose gas into its superfluid state at rather low temperatures.
4. Specific temperature dependences of chemical potential, order parameter, gas internal energy and its heat capacity are duly defined by applying the obtained particle pulse distribution function.
